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Securonix Cloud™
Security for the Cloud, in the Cloud

As cloud usage has grown, the need to secure your cloud applications and data has also grown. Legacy on-premises solutions
often struggle to gain adequate visibility into the cloud, while the capabilities of cloud-based solutions often haven’t caught up
to their on-premises versions. With Securonix Cloud you receive complete cloud security visibility while benefiting from the
reduced cost and overhead that comes with deploying in the cloud.

Full Security Analytics Platform Capabilities in the Cloud

Securonix Cloud gives you all the capabilities of Securonix Security Analytics Platform or Securonix UEBA as a
cloud-based SaaS solution.

Securonix Security Analytics Platform

Combines log management, security incident and event management (SIEM), and UEBA into a complete, end-to-end platform. It
collects the massive volumes of data generated by modern enterprises and enriches raw events in real-time with meaningful identity,
asset, network, geo-location, and threat intelligence context. The platform detects advanced threats, insider threats, and fraud
by applying sophisticated machine learning algorithms and threat chain modeling to event data in real-time; and responds using
comprehensive incident management and workflow capabilities, and an automated incident response framework that can automate
remediation actions on select threats.
For more information about Securonix Security Analytics Platform visit www.securonix.com/security-analytics-platform/

Securonix UEBA

Leverages sophisticated machine learning and behavior analytics to analyze and correlate interactions between users, systems,
applications, IP addresses, and data. Light, nimble, and quick to deploy, Securonix UEBA detects advanced insider threats, cyber
threats, fraud, cloud data compromise, and non-compliance. Built-in automated response playbooks and customizable case
management work flows allow your security team to respond to threats quickly, accurately, and efficiently.
For more information about Securonix UEBA visit www.securonix.com/ueba
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Built-In Security

Securonix Cloud comes with packaged applications specifically
designed for insider threat, cyber threat, fraud, and cloud security
analytics use cases. Applications include customizable threat
models, dashboards, and reports that let you deploy common
use cases rapidly and shortens your time to value. Securonix
Cloud is also built to quickly and easily scale on-demand in order
to meet your requirements.
Extend seamless security monitoring across your cloud
environment without needing to transfer security data in and out
of the cloud. Securonix Cloud has built-in APIs for all major cloud
infrastructure and application technologies. This allows you to
analyze user entitlements and events to look for malicious activity.
If you choose to collect on-premises data as well as cloud data,
you can correlate between them to analyze end-to-end activities
and detect actionable threat patterns.

Reduce Your Overhead with a Fully Managed Platform

Let Securonix manage your security so you can manage your
business. With Securonix Cloud you don’t need to worry about
the burden of managing your security infrastructure. Securonix
professionals will manage your platform operations including,
but not limited to, regular system backups, monitoring integration
points and feeds, system health and performance monitoring,
troubleshooting platform issues, and incident management.
Securonix will also manage platform updates, upgrades, and
maintenance. Enjoy 24 x 7 operations support and 99.5% uptime,
along with continuous upgrades and enhancements without
needing to be a product expert.
Avoid hiring expensive security professionals to run your
Securonix Cloud deployment. With Securonix Threat
Monitoring Services, Securonix will also fully manage your
threat monitoring for you.

LEARN MORE
www.securonix.com

Securonix Cloud delivers incredible cost efficiency even while
allowing for unlimited ingestion and storage. Unlike legacy data
collection and log management tools, which typically charge by
events per second (EPS) or gigabyte, Securonix Cloud charges
by identity, which means that costs are predictable. Considering
there is no need to purchase hardware up front, Securonix Cloud
has a lower cost of ownership than on-premises solutions.

Securonix Cloud SOC 2 Type 2
certified. The certification is
awarded after a rigorous
assessment of Securonix’s
security, availability, integrity, and
confidentiality processes with
regards to cloud-based services.
Ingestion nodes, either cloud or
on-premises, collect all required
data feeds while individual Tenant
IDs and dedicated tenants are
used to maintain complete data segregation. Each customer has
a customer-specific console that they can use for threat
detection, investigation, and reporting. Your security data is kept
encrypted while it is in transit, and data at rest can be encrypted
if you choose to. With granular, role-based access control,
access and entitlements to data can be limited by business
needs. Detailed logging capabilities are available to ensure a full
audit trail of all activities within the solution.
For more information about Securonix Cloud visit
www.securonix.com/securonix-cloud
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